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Hypodermic injections should be made 
with sterile fluids discharged directly from 
sealed containers or packages through ster 
ilized needles. To permit this practice, an 
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esthetic solutions and other medicaments for 
hypodermic administrations are packaged 
in so-called cartridges or sealed containers 
adapted for use in conjunction with such 
needles as operative components of assembled 
syringe devices or injection-administering 
organizations. In a syringe or injection-ad 
ministering organization of the kind referred 
to, the cartridge is pierced by the needle or a 
canula in communication therewith, and the 
cartridge and needle are held in operative 
relation while the cartridge is operated to 
contract in interior volume and thereby for 
cibly expel the fluid through the needle. 
The present invention relates to such syr 

inge organizations and cartridges therefor. 
The invention aims to enhance the efficiency 
and reliability of such organizations by fa 
cilitating the insertion of the needle in the cartridge and promoting proper working 
conditions and especially the maintenance 
of good sealing conditions during the car 
tridge-piercing and fluid-ejecting operations, 
thereby minimizing opportunity for con 
tamination of the fluid. The invention aims 
to provide a practicable and reliable car 
tridge for use as a merchandising package 
and for use in conjunction with a needle or 
cartridge-piercing canula as an operative Syr 
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inge component in the type of organization 
referred to. 
The invention will be explained by refer 

ence to an illustrative embodiment thereof 
shown in the accompanying drawings, and 
will be more particularly pointed out in the 
claims following the description. 

In said drawings: : 
Fig. 1 is a longitudinal sectional view of 

a syringe comprising or containing an as 
sembled injection-administering organization 
embodying the invention; . 

Fig. 2 is a side elevation of the cartridge 
employed in such organization, the fore end 
portion of the cartridge being in section; and 

Fig. 3 is a cross-section on the line 3-3 
of Fig. 2. 
The cartridge shown in the drawings com 

prises a glass tube. 5, preferably a section of 
commercial glass tubing, with rubber plugs 
6 and 7 tightly fitted in the opposite ends of 
the tube, The plugs in this instance fulfill 

the function of Sealing closures and addi 
tional functions presently to be explained. 
Between the plugs is confined the solution 
of anesthetic or other medicament to be dis 
pensed. The plugs are shown as cup-shaped 
or axially recessed stoppers arranged with 
their recesses facing inward and exposed to 
the liquid in the tube. It will be apparent 
from the drawings that the relative dimen 
sions of the plugs and their recesses are such 
as to provide thick Solid end portions and 
thick annular extensions thereof around the 
recesses, so that the Soft rubber plugs are 
sufficiently stiff to bind firmly in the tube. 
The plugs are preferably of molded rubber. 
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Molded rubber plugs of substantially uni 
form external diameter such as shown are 
Refere: to plugs punched from sheet rub 

r, as the molded plugs will retain their de 
sired form without objectionable unequal 
contraction. - 
In the use of the cartridge with assembled 

means to create a syringe or injection-admin 
istering organization, one of the elastic or 
resilient stoppers is pierced by a canula, while 
the opposite plug or stopper is adapted to be 
forced into or through the tube to expel the 
fluid through the canula. Such an organi 
Zation is exemplified in Fig. 1, where the 
canula is provided by a double-pointed hy. 
podermic needle 8 removably connected with 
the fore end of a cartridge-holder 9, the 
needle being arranged axially and with its 
inner end protruding into the cartridge 
holder so as to pierce the recessed plug 6 in 
the fore end of the cartridge tube. Thus the 
plug 6 is pierced at its axial or central por 
tion, i. e. the needle punctures the initially 
imperforate solid end portion of the plug 
in line with the recess. Obviously the reduc 
tion in thickness of the plug at its axial por. 
tion by virtue of the recess reduces the re 
sistance to the piercing operation and the 
liability of pushing the stopper inwardly by 
the piercing operation and thereby forcing 
the opposite stopper outward. The substan 
tially thick end portion of the plug pierced 
by the needle by virtue of its inherent resil 
iency and compression in the tube, tightly 
hugs and forms a resilient or elastic seal 
around the needle, and will immediately be 
come self-sealing if and when the needle is 
withdrawn. The annular extension of the 
plug surrounding the recess increases the ef 
fective length of the plug in relation to the 
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thickness of the wall to be pierced pronot 
ing the sealing capability of the plug. The 
relatively greater longitudinal dimension of 
the exterior cylindric portion of the plug 
in tight frictional engagement with the tube 
increases its hold in the smooth bore of the 
straight glass tube and its resistance to dis lacement by the cartridge-piercing and 
R.E.Eing operations, while at the same 
time the axially recessed plug is more easily 
pierced by the needle than a solid plug of corresponding length. 
For the fluid-ejecting operation, the plug 

7 in the opposite end of the cartridge tube, 
functioning as a piston, may be pushed in 
ward by a plunger rod 10 so as to contract 
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the interior volume of the cartridge and 
thereby forcibly expel the fluid through the 
needle. In this operation, the hydrostatic 
pressure or force transmitted through the 
iquid acts not only longitudinally but also 
radially outward on the annular Wall of the 
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recessed plug 6 in the fore end of the car. 
tridge tube, thus tending to tighten the hold 
of the plug 6 in the tube and increasing the re 
sistance to relative displacement of the tube 
and plug, and so promoting the maintenance of good Sealing conditions, during the fluid ejecting operation. 

Since in this instance the piston plug in 
the opposite end of the tube is of the same 
character as the fore plug (the cartridge be 
ing designed for use with either end fore 
most), it follows that the hydrostatic pressure 
during the fluid-ejecting action, also presses 
the annular wall of said piston plug against 
the interior of the tube, enhancing its sealing 
effect. Furthermore the cup-shaped piston 
plug when forced through the glass tube will 
readily conform to slight irregularities in the 
bore of the tube, which, though of Substan 
tially uniform or straight bore to permit 
forcing the pistonplug therethrough, is never 
theless subject to certain irregularities or 
variations of bore where ordinary commercial 
glass tubing is employed. It will be under. 
stood that such commercial tubing is of 
straight or uniform bore within the sense em 
ployed in any of the appended claims. 
The syringe or injection-administering 

organization illustrated has the cartridge 
and needle held in operative relation by an 
instrument such as shown in my prior Patent 
No. 1230,497 dated June 26, 1917. Said in 
strument comprises the cartridge holder or 
so-called barrel 9, having a detachably Se 
cured head 11 with a split screw-threaded ex 
tension 12 in which the needle is clamped by 
the cap nut 13. The plunger rod 10 which is 
adapted to enter the cartridge tube is slidable 
in abore in a rear extension of the cartridge 
holder. With this particular assembly, the 
cartridge may be inserted endwise in the 
holder or barrel and the head 11 having the 
needle clamped therein may then be applied 
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and secured on the fore end of the barrel as 
explained in said prior patent, causing the 
inner end of the needle to pierce the recessed 
plug in the fore end of the cartridge tube, and 
a syringe is then created ready to apply the 
injection. - 
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The cartridge typifies a sealed medicament 
package having a pierceable fore end and con 
structed to be reduced in interior volume, 
adapted for use as an operative compo 
nent of a syringe organization to per 
mit administration of a hypodermic in 
jection or other similar injection with 
out contact of the medicament fluid with 
the hands of the practitioner or any 
part of an instrument other than a sterilized 
needle. It will be understood that the use of 
such an organization, by which sterile medi 
cament which may be of desired quantity and 
kind is ejected directly from a sealed pack 
age through a sterilized needle, is conducive 
to safety as well as convenience in administer ing injections. 

In producing cartridges or medicament 
dispensing packages of the specific kind 
shown, which are made up of straight open 
ended tubes preferably of glass and stoppers 
of rubber or the like to seal the ends of the 
tube, the use of rubber stoppers having in 
wardly facing axial cavities of substantial 
depth facilitates the manufacture, in that 
such stoppers can be inserted and forced into 
the ends of the tube more readily than unre 
cessed stoppers, because the tubular or annu 
lar wall portion of the recessed stopper pro 
vides a Zone extending for a substantial part 
of the length of the stopper wherein it is much 
more easily compressed radially than at the 
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closed outer portion of the stopper. Thus the 
forcing in and accompanying compression of 
the stopper is not apt to cause breakage of the 
frangible glass tube in manufacture. 
What I claim as my invention, and desire to 

secure by Letters Patent, is: 
1. A hypodermic syringe embodying a 

sealed medicament container, comprising a 
tube with a fore sealing stopper consisting of 
an axially recessed plug of resilient material 
arranged with its recess facing inwardly and 
adapted to be pierced by and seal around a 
hollow needle, and having arearpiston plug to 
be forced into or through the tube to eject the 
fluid contents through the needle; in combina 
tion with said needle, means for holding the 
needle to pierce the said axially recessed plug 
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at its axial portion, and an ejector to enter 
said tube to drive in the piston plug; the re 
cess of the fore plug adapting it to be readily pierced. 

2. A hypodermic syringe comprising, in 
combination, a medicament container em bodying a substantially straight rigid tube 
having in its fore end an axially-recessed 
sealing stopper of resilient material arranged 
with its recess facing inwardly, and having 130 
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in its opposite end a displaceable piston plug; 
and means associated with such cartridge to 
provide an injection-administering organiza 
tion, said associated means including a canula 
to pierce said recessed stopper in the fore 
end of the tube and a plunger to drive in 
the piston plug to eject the fluid contents 
through the canula; the recess in the stopper 
in the fore end of the tube providing an annu 
lar wall on which hydrostatic pressure acts 
radially outward during the fluid-ejecting 
operation, thereby tending to tighten the 
stopper in the tube and to promote main 
tenance of a good seal during operation. 
* 3. A hypodermic syringe comprising an 
assembled injection-administering organiza 
tion embodying a cartridge and cartridge 
piercing canula and constructed and organ 
ized to operate by reducing the interior 
volume of the cartridge to eject the fluid con 
tents through the canula, said cartridge com 
prising a tube having a stopper of resilient 
material with an inwardly facing axial re 
cess, the canula piercing the said stopper at 
its axial or central portion and the recess of 
said stopper providing an annular wall on 
which the hydrostatic pressure acts radially 
outward during the fluid-ejecting operation, 
thereby tending to tighten the hold of the 
stopper in the tube. o 

4. In a hypodermic syringe embodying a 
cartridge as an operative component, the 
combination with a cartridge-piercing canula 
of a cartridge embodying a tube with a seal 
ing closure pierced at its central portion...by 
the canula, said closure consisting of an axial 
ly recessed stopper of resilient material ar. 
ranged with its recess facing inwardly and 
providing an annular portion pressed against 
the tube by hydrostatic pressure in the fluid 
ejecting operation. 

5. A hypodermic syringe comprising, in 
combination, a sealed medicament container 
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constructed to have its interior volume re 
duced and embodying a tube with a fore seal 
ing closure consisting of a plug of resilient 
material having an inwardly-facing axial 
recess; and associated holding and operating 
means including means to support a needle 
in position to pierce the said axially-recessed 
plug and ejector means cooperable with the 
container for reducing its interior volume to 
force the contained fluid through the needle; 
the said recess of said plug providing an 
annular wall on which the hydrostatic pres 
sure acts radially outward during the fluid 
ejecting operation so as to press said wall 
more tightly against the interior of the tube 
and promote the maintenance of a good seal. 

6. A hypodermic EE comprising, in combination, a cartridge embodying a rigid 
tube of substantially uniform bore having in 
its opposite ends resilient cup-shaped stop 
pers arranged with their recesses facing in 
wardly; and associated holding and operat 
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ing means including a canula piercing one of 
said stoppers and a plunger adapted to enter 
said tube to force E. other stopper axially 
into or through the tube for expelling its con 
tents through the canula; the tubular por 
tions of said stoppers receiving hydrostatic 
pressure radially outward during the medica 
ment-expelling operation. 

7. A hypodermic springe comprising, in 
combination, a holder body; a plunger mov 
able longitudinally of the body; and a me 
dicament package carried by said body and 
having a resilient initially imperforate plug 
closing an opening therein; E. parts being 
so constructed and arranged that the plunger 
reduces the interior volume of said package 
to expel the medicament; said plug cup 
shaped to facilitate the piercing thereof by 
a needle and to provide a readily compres 
sible annular wall compressed in position in 
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said opening; said wall further pressed 
against the container by the hydrostatic pres 
sure created by the plunger during the in 
jecting operation whereby the sealing effect. 
of the plug is materially enhanced at the 
time most needed. 

8. A syringe cartridge comprising a rigid 
tube adapted to contain liquid and stoppers 
in opposite ends of the tube, including at least 
one axially recessed stopper of resilient ma 
terial arranged with its recess facing in 
wardly, said stopper, by yirtue of the recess 
adapted to be readily pierced by a hollow 
needle and to seal around the same and the 
other stopper adapted to be forced through 
the tube to expel the liquid through the 
needle. 

9. A cartridge for use in a cartridge 
syringe comprising a sealed liquid container 
embodying a rigid tube of substantially uni 
form bore with a pierceable stopper in one 
end and a piston plug in its opposite end by 
which the fluid contents may be forcibly ex 
pelled through a canula thrust through said 
stopper; the said pierceable stopper compris 
ing an imperforate plug of resilient material 
having an inwardly facing axial cavity of 
such depth and diameter as to provide an 
outer closed end portion of substantially re 
duced axial dimension and an inwardly ex 
tending tubular portion on which, during the 
medicament-expelling action, the hydrostatic 
pressure will act radially outward to pro 
mote sealing of the tube and holding of the 
E. against tendency to move out of the 
tube. 

i0. A syringe cartridge comprising a 
sealed liquid-containing tube embodying a 
closure to be pierced by a canula and con 
structed to have its interior volume reduced 
for forcibly expelling the liquid through 
such canula, said closure comprising an im 
perforate plug of resilient material haying 
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an inwardly facing axial recess substantially 
reducing the thickness of the wall of the 30 
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plug to be pierced by the canula and provid 
ing an annular wall exposed to the liquid on 
which hydrostatic pressure will act radially 
outward during the ejecting operation, there 
by tending to tighten the hold of the plug 
in the tube and to promote the maintenance 
of a good seal during operation. 

11. A syringe cartridge comprising a 
sealed medicament container embodying a 
pierceable stopper and constructed to have 
its interior volume reduced for ejecting the 
medicament through a canula piercing the 
stopper, said stopper having an inwardly 
facing axial recess providing an annular wall 
adapted to be pressed against the interior of 
the tube by hydrostatic pressure during the 
ejecting operation. 

12. A syringe cartridge comprising a 
sealed medicament container constructed to 
have its interior volume reduced for ejecting 
the medicament through a canula, said con 
tainer embodying a tubular portion having 
an axially recessed sealing stopper of resilient 
material adapted to permit establishing com 
munication between such canula and the in 
terior of the container and to form a sealed 
connection with the canula, so as to prevent 
leakage or outflow of fluid except through 
the canula, said stopper arranged with its 
recess facing inwardly and providing an an 
nular wall exposed to the liquid and on which 
hydrostatic pressure will act radially out 
ward during the ejecting operation, thereby 
tending to tighten the stopper in the said 
tubular portion and to promote maintenance 
of a good seal during operation. O 

13. A syringe cartridge comprising a 
sealed liquid containing tube embodying a 
closure to be pierced by a canula and a plug 
adapted to be forced inward for ejecting the 
liquid through such canula, said closure com prising an imperforate plug of resilient ma 
terial having an inwardly-facing axial re 
cess substantially reducing the thickness of 
the wall to be pierced by the canula and pro 
viding an annular wall exposed to the liquid 
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and on which hydrostatic pressure will act 
radially outward during the ejecting opera 
tion to promote the sealing of the tube and 
the holding of the plug against tendency to 
'move out of the tube. 14. A syringe cartridge comprising a 
sealed liquid-containing tube of glass having 
a pierceable stopper and constructed to be 
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reduced in interior volume for forcibly ex 
pelling its fluid contents through a canula 
piercing said stopper, said pierceable stopper 
comprising an imperforate plug of resilient 
material inserted in the tube under compres sion and having an inwardly opening axial 
cavity of such depth and diameter as to pro 
vide a closed outer portion of substantially 
reduced axial dimension and an inwardly ex 
tending tubular portion, so that the plug 
has a Zone extending for a substantial part 
of its length wherein it is much more easily 
compressed radially than at the outer por 
tion of the plug, the recess thus facilitating 
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insertion of the plug under compression in 
the tube withoutbreakage as well as facili 
tating piercing of the plug by the canula. 

15. A medicament package adapted for 
use as a Syringe component, said package 
having a sealing closure consisting of an 
imperforate cylindrical rubber plug; said 
plug having an inwardly facing axial re 
cess of such dimensions that the annular wall 
provided thereby is highly flexible to insure 
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Sealing of the package under all conditions, 
while the wall closing the outer end of the 80 
recess is thin enough to be easily pierced by 
a needle, though not so thin but that it may 
stand repeated piercings without becoming 
mutilated and losing its sealing effect. , 

16. A combined medicament package and 
dispensing device comprising, in combina 
tion, a tube of rigid material; and resilient 
closures for the opposite ends of the tube to 
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seal the same and provide a package for . . 
liquid medicament; one of said closures be 
ing generally cup-shaped so as to present a 
longitudinally extending tubular wall for a 
portion of its length, said tubular wall part 
extending inwardly, and the outer face of 
said closure being substantially plane and 
unbroken, so that the closure presents one 
part more readily contracted by radial com 
pression than the remainder thereof. 

17. A cartridge comprising a sealed 
liquid container embodying a tube of sub 
stantially uniform bore and resilient cup 
shaped stoppers sealing opposite ends of the 
tube and arranged therein with their recesses. 
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facing in Wardly, either of said stoppers . 
adapted to be pierced by a canula and the 
other to serve as a piston plug. In testimony whereofI affix my signature. 

HARVEY S. COOK. 
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